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Det. 1B - Shape of the 1332 keV line 
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White:	  	  April	  2010	  à	  	  FWHM(core)	  ~	  2.3	  keV	  	  FWHM(segments)	  ~2.0	  keV	  
Green:	  	  July	  	  	  2010	  à	  	  FWHM(core)	  ~2.4	  keV	  	  FWHM(segments)	  	  ~2.8	  keV	  
Damage	  aAer	  3	  high-‐rate	  experiments	  	  (3	  weeks	  of	  beam	  at	  30-‐80	  kHz	  singles)	  
	  

Worsening	  seen	  in	  most	  of	  the	  detectors;	  more	  severe	  on	  the	  forward	  crystals;	  
segments	  	  are	  the	  most	  affected,	  cores	  almost	  unchanged	  	  (as	  expected	  for	  n-‐type	  HPGe)	  



Crystal 1B (C002) 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  The	  1332	  keV	  peak	  as	  a	  funcSon	  of	  crystal	  depth	  (z)	  
for	  interacSons	  at	  r	  =	  15mm	  

The	  charge	  loss	  due	  to	  neutron	  damage	  is	  proporSonal	  to	  the	  
path	  length	  to	  the	  electrodes.	  This	  is	  provided	  by	  the	  PSA,	  which	  
is	  barely	  affected	  by	  the	  amplitude	  loss.	  

Knowing	  the	  interacSon	  posiSon,	  	  
the	  charge	  trapping	  can	  be	  modeled	  and	  corrected	  away	  
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Trapping	  cross	  secSons	  
Cross	  secSons	  are	  field	  dependent	  -‐	  	  
e.g.	  Poole	  –	  Frenkel	  effect	  

Most	  popular	  is	  model	  by	  Lax:	  
Cross	  secSons	  are	  velocity	  dependent	  

	  
	  
• data	  on	  <vy>	  basically	  not	  exisSng	  
• difficult	  to	  know	  which	  model	  to	  use	  

Lax:	  cascade	  model	  
1)	  electron	  emits	  phonon	  near	  trap	  center	  
2)	  electron	  in	  interacSon	  with	  phonon	  field:	  
	  	  	  	  	  or:	  struggles	  out	  of	  trap	  
	  	  	  	  	  or:	  collapses	  to	  ground	  state	  
	  
But	  also	  other	  (recent)	  models	  exist:	  
e.g.	  	  L.	  S.	  Darken	  –	  PRL	  69	  (1992)	  19	  p	  2842	  

L.	  Reggiani	  –	  Rev.	  del	  Nuovo	  Cimento	  12	  nr	  11	  (1989)	  

hole	  velocity	  
aAer	  Pinson	  and	  Bray	  

only	  data	  

SScking	  
probability	  



Trapping	  cross	  secSon:	  neutron	  damage	  specific	  	  

Specific	  model	  for	  	  fast	  neutron	  induced	  traps:	  
	  

used:	  
	  

L.	  S.	  Darken	  et	  al.	  NIM	  171	  (1980)	  	  

rmax	  

Q	  
Defect	  
cluster	  
∼ 
200Å	  

AssumpSons:	  
• 	  Trapping	  only	  by	  disordered	  regions	  
• Macroscopic	  model:	  driA	  velocity!	  
 Q	  ∼	  100e 	  	  equilibrium	  charge	  state	  
	  	  rmax∼	  2	  µm	  cross	  secSon	  (E=2kV/cm)	  
	  	  le	  ∼	  0.2	  µm	  	  dist.	  betw.	  opScal	  phonon	  emission	  

Cross	  secSon	  from	  field	  line	  disturbance:	  
	  
Balance	  between	  E	  field	  and	  Coulomb	  force:	  



Some	  theory:	  collecSon	  efficiency	  
• Trapping	  rate	  of	  electrons	  /	  holes	  “q”:	   σ	  	  :	  trapping	  cross	  secSon	  

v	  	  	  :	  microscopic	  velocity	  
<.>:	  average	  over	  ensemble	  
Nt	  	  :	  density	  of	  trapping	  centers	  

• CollecSon	  efficiency	  (posiSon	  dependent)	  of	  electrons	  /	  holes	  for	  electrode	  “i”:	  

=	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Integral	  [	  current	  to	  seg	  i	  	  per	  unit	  charge	  ]	  
=	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  total	  recorded	  charge	  by	  e/h	  aAer	  collecSon	  

x0	  	  	  :	  interacSon	  posiSon	  in	  detector	  
φi	  	  	  :	  weighSng	  potenSal	  of	  segment	  i	  
ve,h	  :	  driA	  velocity	  of	  electrons	  /	  holes	  
te	  	  	  	  	  :	  collecSon	  Sme	  

• Total	  collecSon	  efficiency	  for	  electrode	  “i”	  at	  posiSon	  x0	  :	  

ParSal	  collecSon	  efficiencies	  	  
mainly	  report	  on	  weighSng	  potenSal	  

T.W.	  Raudorf,	  R.	  H.	  Pehl	  –	  NIM	  A	  255	  (1987)	  538-‐551	  



• DEFINITION:	  electron	  /	  hole	  sensiSvity	  of	  electrode	  i	  to	  trapping	  

• RelaSon	  to	  total	  collecSon	  efficiency:	  	  

• Ne	  :	  density	  of	  electron	  traps,	  Nh:	  density	  of	  hole	  traps	  	  
• O(2)	  –	  higher	  order	  terms	  in	  taylor	  expansion	  -‐	  negligible	  
• sensiSviSes	  can	  be	  calculated	  in	  advance	  
• Ne,	  Nh	  are	  fit	  parameters	  	  

Trapping	  sensiSvity*	  
(*personal	  definiSon	  –	  don’t	  google!	  )	  

=	  fracSon	  missing	  due	  to	  trapping	  
+	  induced	  charge	  due	  to	  trail	  of	  trapped	  charges	  	  
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To	  hole	  trapping	  

• Core	  more	  sensiSve	  to	  E-‐trapping	  
• Segs	  more	  sensiSve	  to	  H-‐trapping	  
• E-‐	  trapping	  maximal	  at	  large	  radius	  
• H-‐trapping	  minimal	  at	  large	  radius	  
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• Segs	  more	  sensiSve	  to	  H-‐trapping	  
• E-‐trapping	  maximal	  at	  large	  radius	  
• H-‐trapping	  minimal	  at	  large	  radius	  
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Trapping	  in	  new	  detectors	  
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• Electron	  trapping	  present	  in	  any	  detector	  
• Source	  of	  scavering	  on	  Fano	  factors	  
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CorrecSon	  of	  neutron	  damage	  	  



CorrecSon	  of	  neutron	  damage	  	  
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Mean	  free	  path	  (	  ∼1/Nh	  )	  

• Ne	  fixed,	  Scan	  for	  Nh	  	  :	  
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Segment	  Shi(x)	  vs	  energy:	  
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The	  1332	  keV	  peak	  as	  a	  funcSon	  of	  crystal	  depth	  (z)	  
for	  interacSons	  at	  r	  =	  15mm	  (worst	  case	  !)	  
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Limits	  to	  the	  correcSon	  method	  	  
Fig. 6. Energy as function of depth in the detector for selected 1332 keV single events at 15 mm radius.

Fig. 7. Analysis of the peak shift in the segments for the two Co lines in the coaxial part of the detector.

CONCLUSION

The high position sensitivity of the AGATA detectors

allow for correction of the trapping effects in these detectors.

Such method was successfully demonstrated on the first

AGATA detectors which suffered from neutron damage

after the first official beam times. The segments show a

higher sensitivity to neutron trapping than the core. This

experimental observation is in agreement with sensitivity

calculations. Hereto a definition for the sensitivity was

proposed.

The sensitivity calculations have shown to be very

useful quantities. They provide a simple but accurate

approximation to the collection efficiency in which the

calculation intensive parameters can all be mapped prior

to knowing the trapping density distributions. This allows

for an online correction of the trapping effects which will

prolong the operation time in between annealing of the

Fig. 10. Analysis of the FWHM resolution for the two Co lines in the coaxial part of the detector.

Fig. 5. Segment energies near the 1332 keV Co line as function

of the hole trapping sensitivity evaluated at the interaction position

provided by the PSA routines.

OPTIMUM ENERGY RESOLUTION ATTAINABLE

While we can correct for the mean charge trapping,

knowing the interaction position �x0 in the detector, the

position dependent energy loss finally is statistical in

nature. Such statistical fluctuations cannot be corrected

for (...neglecting the permanent charges induced in the

neighboring segments as discussed before). This forms

an upper limit upon which correction cannot be recovered.

This extra broadening σT (�x0) adds up quadratically to the

other contributions [1] which make out the resolution of the

detector:

σ(�x0) =
�

σ2

N +σ2

F +σT (�x0)2 (18)

with σN the electronic noise and σF the statistical noise. The

noise due to trapping σT (�x0) is position dependent and is

expected to follow the relation

σT (�x0) =
�

εKE0[1−η(�x0)] (19)

with ε = 2.96 eV, and E0 the total energy deposited in the

detector. K is a constant, similar to the Fano factor which

was estimated in [1] to be around K = 340. Studies on a

new detector [18, 19] however have shown that the electron

trapping follows this relation with a different K factor,

namely K = 59. We therefore have to distinguish in Eq. 19

between the different trapping mechanisms and thus propose

the following generalization of Eq. 19:

σ(�x0)T =
�

εE0|KeNesi
e(�x0)+KhNhsi

h(�x0)| (20)

The fact that the Kh factor is so much bigger than the Ke
factor is probably due to the big difference in cross sections

between the different trapping mechanisms. Remark that

these K values have an absolute character like the Fano

factor. They are not influenced by the poorly known scaling

factor α in the calculation of the sensitivities. This is

best seen from Eq. 19: in a detector suffering only from

electron trapping, the factor E0[1 − η] corresponds to the

average shift in energy, which can determined in an absolute

measurement.

We expect that this difference in K values comes from a

correlation within the trapping process. If the cross section

becomes comparable to the distance between neighbors in

the cloud of free charges, correlations are expected. If one

charge gets trapped, it is most likely that several others get

trapped by the same trapping centre, till the charge state

of the trapping centre and consequently its cross section is

sufficiently reduced. If on average ∆q charges would be

trapped by the same centre, this would lead to an increase of

the K factor by Deltaq compared to uncorrelated trapping.

This model leads to the conclusion that in the average hole

trapping centre, about 5 times more charges get trapped than

in the average electron trap. To check: The electron traps

probably can only host a single charge...

If such correlation exists, it might be possible to

demonstrate in the following way. Right after power

up of the detector, the trapping centers cross section

is larger as these traps are empty and posses their

maximum charge state. The Kh factor as such should be

bigger after power up compared to the situation in which

the traps acquired their equilibrium charge density.

We can deduce the Kh value from our data. For simplicity

in the analysis, we restrict ourselves again to the coaxial part

of the detector. In figure 10 the energy resolution for the

two
60

Co lines is shown as function of radial position in

the coaxial part of the detector. The fit through the curves

corresponds to the best fit obtained using equation 20 .The

values on Ne and Nh were taken from the analysis of figure 7.

The value Ke was fixed to 59 while Kh and σ0 =
�

σ2

N +σ2

F
were used as fitting parameters. The optimum fit parameters

are listed in table 1. These values confirm the measurement

by Raudorf et al. [1]

Remark that the obtained reconstructed energy resolution

at 15 mm radius as shown in figure 6 is very close to the

theoretically achievable minimum for this detector as shown

in figure 10. This is an indirect proof that PSA is really

working and that no more gain is expected by an increase

in the PSA resolution.

Table 2. Optimum fit parameters to the figures 10 using the fit

formula 20

Energy [keV] σ0 [keV] Kh

1332 2.02 300

1172 1.95 284

Fig. 5. Segment energies near the 1332 keV Co line as function

of the hole trapping sensitivity evaluated at the interaction position

provided by the PSA routines.
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by Raudorf et al. [1]

Remark that the obtained reconstructed energy resolution

at 15 mm radius as shown in figure 6 is very close to the

theoretically achievable minimum for this detector as shown

in figure 10. This is an indirect proof that PSA is really

working and that no more gain is expected by an increase

in the PSA resolution.

Table 2. Optimum fit parameters to the figures 10 using the fit

formula 20

Energy [keV] σ0 [keV] Kh

1332 2.02 300

1172 1.95 284

Fig. 5. Segment energies near the 1332 keV Co line as function

of the hole trapping sensitivity evaluated at the interaction position

provided by the PSA routines.

OPTIMUM ENERGY RESOLUTION ATTAINABLE

While we can correct for the mean charge trapping,

knowing the interaction position �x0 in the detector, the

position dependent energy loss finally is statistical in

nature. Such statistical fluctuations cannot be corrected

for (...neglecting the permanent charges induced in the

neighboring segments as discussed before). This forms

an upper limit upon which correction cannot be recovered.

This extra broadening σT (�x0) adds up quadratically to the

other contributions [1] which make out the resolution of the

detector:

σ(�x0) =
�

σ2

N +σ2

F +σT (�x0)2 (18)

with σN the electronic noise and σF the statistical noise. The

noise due to trapping σT (�x0) is position dependent and is

expected to follow the relation

σT (�x0) =
�

εKE0[1−η(�x0)] (19)

with ε = 2.96 eV, and E0 the total energy deposited in the

detector. K is a constant, similar to the Fano factor which

was estimated in [1] to be around K = 340. Studies on a

new detector [18, 19] however have shown that the electron

trapping follows this relation with a different K factor,

namely K = 59. We therefore have to distinguish in Eq. 19

between the different trapping mechanisms and thus propose

the following generalization of Eq. 19:

σ(�x0)T =
�

εE0|KeNesi
e(�x0)+KhNhsi

h(�x0)| (20)

The fact that the Kh factor is so much bigger than the Ke
factor is probably due to the big difference in cross sections

between the different trapping mechanisms. Remark that

these K values have an absolute character like the Fano

factor. They are not influenced by the poorly known scaling

factor α in the calculation of the sensitivities. This is

best seen from Eq. 19: in a detector suffering only from

electron trapping, the factor E0[1 − η] corresponds to the

average shift in energy, which can determined in an absolute

measurement.

We expect that this difference in K values comes from a

correlation within the trapping process. If the cross section

becomes comparable to the distance between neighbors in

the cloud of free charges, correlations are expected. If one

charge gets trapped, it is most likely that several others get

trapped by the same trapping centre, till the charge state

of the trapping centre and consequently its cross section is

sufficiently reduced. If on average ∆q charges would be

trapped by the same centre, this would lead to an increase of

the K factor by Deltaq compared to uncorrelated trapping.

This model leads to the conclusion that in the average hole

trapping centre, about 5 times more charges get trapped than

in the average electron trap. To check: The electron traps

probably can only host a single charge...

If such correlation exists, it might be possible to

demonstrate in the following way. Right after power

up of the detector, the trapping centers cross section

is larger as these traps are empty and posses their

maximum charge state. The Kh factor as such should be

bigger after power up compared to the situation in which

the traps acquired their equilibrium charge density.

We can deduce the Kh value from our data. For simplicity

in the analysis, we restrict ourselves again to the coaxial part

of the detector. In figure 10 the energy resolution for the

two
60

Co lines is shown as function of radial position in

the coaxial part of the detector. The fit through the curves

corresponds to the best fit obtained using equation 20 .The

values on Ne and Nh were taken from the analysis of figure 7.

The value Ke was fixed to 59 while Kh and σ0 =
�

σ2

N +σ2

F
were used as fitting parameters. The optimum fit parameters

are listed in table 1. These values confirm the measurement

by Raudorf et al. [1]

Remark that the obtained reconstructed energy resolution

at 15 mm radius as shown in figure 6 is very close to the

theoretically achievable minimum for this detector as shown

in figure 10. This is an indirect proof that PSA is really

working and that no more gain is expected by an increase

in the PSA resolution.

Table 2. Optimum fit parameters to the figures 10 using the fit

formula 20

Energy [keV] σ0 [keV] Kh

1332 2.02 300

1172 1.95 284

•  For	  a	  fixed	  posiSon	  x0	  in	  the	  detector,	  
the	  #	  trapped	  charges	  varies	  evt	  by	  evt:	  

•  The	  variaSon	  in	  trapped	  charges	  
behaves	  Fano-‐alike:	  

•  K	  is	  a	  value,	  which	  seems	  to	  depend	  	  
on	  the	  type	  of	  trapping.	  We	  propose:	  

•  K	  measured	  from	  our	  observaSon:	  

•  Kh	  in	  agreement	  with	  T.W.	  Raudorf	  et	  al.,	  
Ke	  is	  about	  60	  !	  (see	  Thesis	  Wiens	  (IKP	  
2010)	  



•  AGATA	  :	  best	  data	  ever	  to	  invesSgate	  trapping!	  

•  Segments	  (AGATA)	  more	  sensiSve	  than	  core	  electrode	  

•  Neutron	  damage	  confirms	  PSA	  principle	  
(and	  PSA	  works	  also	  in	  neutron	  damaged	  detectors)	  

•  First	  results	  promising	  with	  simple	  assumpSons	  
→simple	  2	  parameter	  fit	  

•  Limits	  on	  the	  correcSon	  capability	  established:	  
Kh	  =	  300,	  Ke	  =	  60	  

•  CorrecSon	  method	  alows	  anealing	  of	  detectors	  

	  Summary	  


